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1. Introduction
Consider the integers Z with constant 0 and c.)perations S (successor) and P (predecessor) and with relation ZERO&) (X= 0).
We conceive 2 = (2, S, P, ZERO, 0) as a datazype.
An implementation of this datatype allows us to
execitte the following instructions,
XEW-ZERO(x) for some x EN (a set of names), t
here the result ia that x denotes a r,ew integer which
currently has value 0.
S(X), for x E N which has been introduced by a
NEW-ZERO(x) instruction.
The effect is that the value of x is increased, by one.
P(X), similar.
iZERO asks for x = 0, if so the implementation
answers T otherwise F.
It seems common to look at an abstract datatype as
an algebraic structure, specified by axioms [J]. This
is &o our point of view in [23*’The present note aims
at a definition from an operational point of view .
which is as general as possible. Some advantages of
this generality are discussed in Section 3. Roughly
we speci& (defiie) a datatype by means of the collection of its (correct) implementations. To destribe
implementations we will introduce processes.

answers in a language ZA. Mathetnatically P is a name
which denotes at any stage a process extension ext(P).
A process exrlemion is a function of type
L;, -+LA = PE(LQ LA),
NW!l,
..-?a)) = P has the following meaning: If
ext(P) is the extension of P (at a certain stage) then
the answer of P after successive questions {, ... . E is
P . Answering a question Z? resu!ts in redefining
ext(P) as follows:
ext(P) := &=ee ext(PX< P) d 0) .
We denote the initial extension of P by P, and the
extension after sequence c of questions by PO.
In the case of the example in Section 1 we can take:
EQ

=

{NEW-ZERO(x), S(X), P(x)$ ZERO&)Jx EN}

and
& = (T, F, BLANK).
implementation of Z is now a process which
answers T or F on questions of the form ZERO(x)
and BLANK on other questions, and which gives correct answers w.r.t. the natural inierp,.e ion of the
8
questions (instructions).
An

2. Processes

Definition 1. An abstract dat atyy’e D is a triple

A process P communicates with the outside world
W and is permanently influenced by this communication. W poses questions in a language .J?Qand g&es

D = t&Q,

tA,

1)

where LQ and eA are question ani answer languages
and I is a collection of (imple,neu,ting) processes.
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Remarks. (i) This definition is very general and
includes datatypes for which no mathematical scmantics can be found.
(ii) The reason to include a collection of processes rather than a single one lies in the possibility to
include nondeterministic datatypes as well. (See
Section 3 for a comment on this).
(iii) It may be useful to have some apriori restrictions on the languages 8~ and _eA.For example if we
concentrate on datatypes which have a semantics in
terms of a mathematical structure with operations
and relations we may restrict ZA to (T, F, BLANK)
and JZQto operation (Op(Nr, .... &)) and introduction @JEW-V&K(x))instructions.
Defdtion 2. Let D = UQ, &, I), D’ = (~56, &, I’)
be two datatypes then we say that D is implementable
relative to D’ if there exists a (partial) recursive transformation T on processes such that for all P’ E
I’T(P) E I.
Remark. In [l] we describe a recursion theory for
processes. We introduce computations having processes and natural numbers as arguments (suppose that
XQ and & are coded in N). Then we define machines
which answer by such a computation on questions
and compute a new state from which the next question will be answered. This leads to a notion of relative recursion and of partial recursive mapping on
processes. It may be useful to consider restricted
forms of relative recursion in Deftition 2 especially
if I contains a (generaI) recursive process.

3. Comments
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Eon x. Recursion theory suggests one way to protect
information off: Namely let the user ,only use f’ for
some function f'recursive in & The present context:
however, suggests a user of Pf to be provided with a
process P’ which is recursive in Pp It is not difficult
to show that the second method is essentially more
general in the way that P’ may have no equivalent of
the formf’withf’<f:

Nondetemirzistic dutatypes (NDDT)
Finally we give some motivation for considering
nondeterministic datatypes. Suppose we work with
finite subsets of a set E of elementary objects with as
operations (relations)
union with singleton: x U (e) ,
deletion of a single element: x/(e),
predicate for the empty set: EMPTY(x),
selection of element: x + e Ex if x not empty.
It is quite natural to assume that the selection is norideterministic. Namely if the sets are represented by
unordered lists selection can be implemented by
choosing the first, if any, element of the list. Given
languages 8Q, &A for this datatype it is quite clear
which are the correct implementations. Here we have
an example of an NDDT. It can be used to implement
more complicated operations like union and intersection, then obtaining again a deterministic datatype.
It seems that this approach is especially meaningful in the case of an algebraic datatype which has an
underlying domain of the form Ap where A is;solme
inductively defined set and 3 is an equivafence relation. To obtain a “structured” implementation of the
operations on Ap it can be useful to reflect the
natural recursion on A in a nondeterministic recursion
on Ap, thus obtaining an NDDT. This NDDT is used
for further implementation of complex operations.

Daft3~mtection
An important reason for concentrating on abstract
datatypes is to prevent a user to use the relevant information, or something in connection with representation, in a non intended way. From the viewpoint of
recursion theory information is, say a function f :
N + N. It can be coded in a datatype with LQ= JZ*= N
and I = {Pf) where Pf answers always_?(x) on ques-
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